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Welcome to the latest Tecan Journal

Welcome

This issue arrives at an exciting time for
Tecan, with the latest long-term project for
our Partnering Business nearing completion.
The Dako OMNIS, a fully automated tissue
based cancer diagnostics platform, was
recently unveiled by our OEM partner Dako,
an Agilent Technologies company. This
clinical diagnostics system, developed and
manufactured by Tecan, sets new standards
in advanced tissue staining, automating
both immunohistochemistry and in situ
hybridization processes. It takes advantage
of Tecan’s automation expertise, strong
application know-how and experience in
system integration to offer hospitals and
clinical laboratories greater flexibility,
efficiency and traceability than ever before.
This project is an excellent example of
the advantages of working with partners
that share our values of innovation and
ownership, combining our knowledge
and skills to better serve end customers.

Close ties with our customers are just as
important for ensuring that we deliver
the right solutions for each market and,
in this issue, you will find details of a new
joint demonstration laboratory at Fudan
University in Shanghai, China. This facility
will help to strengthen connections with
the region and bring the benefits of our
laboratory automation portfolio to local
customers. There is also news of how an
ongoing collaboration with hospitals and
blood centers across China is generating new
solutions to meet the needs of the country’s
in vitro diagnostics and clinical research
markets, and of how Tecan is working more
closely than ever with our partners in South
America to deliver the right solutions for each
national market. This is combined with the
usual mix of stories describing some of the
innovative and interesting applications that
our customers around the world have for
their Tecan equipment.
I hope you enjoy the journal,
David Martyr, CEO
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Information at your fingertips
with the new Application guide
for multimode readers

Tecan’s recently published reference manual,
Application guide for multimode readers,
is proving a valuable asset to users of the
Infinite® series microplate readers. From

novices seeking an introduction
to the technology to experienced
users looking to extend the
range of different applications
employed, this comprehensive
guide provides instant access to
key information, including assay
technologies and applications,
and reader specifications and
operating parameters.

of the various assay technologies available
to be found quickly and easily, while a
comprehensive summary of suitable readers
and options, complemented by suggested
instrument parameters, helps simplify reader
selection and assay set-up. With the inclusion
of references to supporting literature and
application notes, the all-encompassing
Application guide for multimode readers is an
indispensible asset to the laboratory.

The Application guide for multimode readers is
an ideal training tool and laboratory reference
manual. Alphabetical and technology-based
indices allow detailed, illustrated descriptions

To find out more on Tecan’s Application guide
for multimode readers, speak to your local
Sales Representative, or visit
www.tecan.com/detection

New HP D300 Digital Dispenser software
further enhances drug discovery
Users of the HP D300 Digital Dispenser now
have more flexibility than ever before. The
recently released version 2.0 software builds
on the success of the existing platform to
offer exciting new options to help accelerate
drug discovery. Following customer requests,
users can now dispense to an unlimited
number of plates and have the capability to
mix and match microplate formats within
the same protocol. The software also includes
a 1:N dilution option, giving drug discovery
scientists complete freedom of choice over

The D4 Dispensehead Cassette can accommodate
up to 200 µl of DMSO

titration protocols, and derandomization for
data analysis has been simplified.
Flexibility will soon be even further increased
with the release of the new D4 Dispensehead
Cassette, designed for users wishing to
normalize, or backfill, DMSO in their bioassay
plate. Accompanied by an additional
software update, the D4 Cassette will be fully
The new software offers greater flexibility for drug
compatible with existing HP D300 Digital
discovery applications
Dispensers, and can be interchanged with
the current T8 Cassette to meet individual
requirements. Volumes of up to 200 µl of
DMSO can be accommodated, representing
a ten-fold increase compared to the existing
Dispensehead Cassette, offering both time and
cost savings for drug discovery experiments.
To find out more on the HP D300
Digital Dispenser, visit
www.tecan.com/digitaltitration

Untangle the most complex combination studies
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New Biophysics Austria award
for young investigators
The Hansgeorg Schindler Young Investigator
Award is a new award designed to promote
collaboration between the Austrian
biophysics community and leading academic
centers around the world. The 2012 prize
– sponsored by Tecan – was awarded to
Dr Klaus Schicker, a postdoctoral fellow at the
Medical University of Vienna, for his work on
the characterization of the human serotonin
transporter (hSERT) protein.
Named after Hansgeorg Schindler – founder
of the Institute of Biophysics at the Johannes
Kepler University of Linz and the forefather
of single molecule microscopy – the award is
presented to pre- or postdoctoral researchers
for an important contribution to biophysics
or quantitative biology. Dr Georg Pabst,
President of Biophysics Austria, explained the
origins of the award: “We wanted to create a
new prize for young Austrian researchers that
would help them to advance their scientific
careers, as well as to strengthen international
ties between biophysicists here in Austria and
the wider scientific community. Rather than

being selected by members of Biophysics
Austria, the winner is chosen by a committee
of 15 leading representatives in the field from
prestigious universities around the world. In
addition, the prize is not a cash sum, but an
all-inclusive travel bursary for the recipient
to present their research at one of these
institutions, helping them to achieve wider
international recognition for their work.”
Dr Schicker’s research, using an extensive
series of patch clamp experiments,
demonstrated for the first time that hSERT
goes through defined conformational
changes during ion transport, offering
unprecedented insights into the fundamental
principles of its function. This research
provides a framework for the exploration
of transporter-associated current, and
highlights the potential of hSERT as a direct,
reliable and high resolution readout for
future biophysical and pharmacological
experiments. Dr Schicker received the award
at the Biophysics Austria meeting at the
ÖGMBT annual conference, and is planning

Dr Schicker was presented with the award by Barbara Schindler at the ÖGMBT annual conference

Dr Klaus Schicker was the first winner of the
Hansgeorg Schindler Young Investigator Award

to present his work this summer at a leading
university in the USA.
Applications for the 2013 Hansgeorg Schindler
Young Investigator Award are already open.
Visit www.biophysics-austria.at to learn
more.
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The Tecan-Fudan University
Demo Lab opens in Shanghai
Tecan and Fudan University in Shanghai
have joined forces to open a demonstration
laboratory in the University’s School of
Pharmacy. The laboratory was opened in
October 2012, at a ceremony attended by
dignitaries, fellow scientists and colleagues
from the Shanghai area. Equipped with an
array of Tecan instruments, the laboratory
serves as a technology hub for researchers
and students in the department, and offers
a perfect opportunity for potential Tecan
customers in the Shanghai area to see Tecan
systems in action.
The Demo Lab is extensively equipped
with state-of-the-art instruments for
researchers in drug discovery, including
the innovative Freedom EVO® GenePaint™
solution for automating in situ hybridization,
fluorescence in situ hybridization and
immunohistochemistry technologies,
Infinite® 200 PRO and Infinite M1000 PRO
multimode microplate readers, and the
HP D300 Digital Dispenser.
Professor Yizhun Zhu, Dean of the School
of Pharmacy at Fudan University, already
has several Tecan instruments in his
department, where the primary research
focus is cardiovascular disease. He said: “The
foundation of the Tecan-Fudan University

The Opening Ceremony. From left to right: Nan-gen Yin, Head of the Science and Technology Division1;
Professor Yizhun Zhu, Dean of the School of Pharmacy1; David Martyr, CEO of Tecan Group; Professor Li Jin,
Vice President1; Raymond Chan2; Yingguang Wu2; and Tony Wang2. 1Fudan University, 2Tecan China

Demo Lab reflects the excellent cooperation
that has built up between universities and
enterprise. The Demo Lab serves as a window
for potential customers of Tecan instruments,
where they can look in detail at how different
assays and screening applications can be
performed using this equipment. This is a
perfect win-win situation, where Tecan’s
reliable and high quality products and
services will undoubtedly accelerate the
development of scientific research in drug
discovery within our school. We look forward
to a successful partnership and expect to

see many exciting developments as we work
together in the future.”
David Martyr, CEO of Tecan Group, added:
“The foundation of the Tecan-Fudan
University Demo Lab gives both Tecan
and the School of Pharmacy an excellent
opportunity to learn from each other. We
hope that our work together will accelerate
drug discovery and result in the publication
of many groundbreaking scientific papers.
China is now one of Tecan’s most important
markets, and we look forward to an extensive
and long-term collaborative partnership with
Fudan University.”
To find out more about Tecan’s drug
discovery applications, visit
www.tecan.com/drugdiscovery

David Martyr cuts the ribbon at the ceremony

The Opening Ceremony Delegation visits the
Demo Lab
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Tecan shows ongoing commitment
to clinical and research markets
in China
Key opinion leaders from major hospital
clinical laboratories in China recently visited
Tecan’s European research and development
centers as part of the Company’s ongoing
support for the clinical and research markets
in China. The two-day program included
a series of presentations and interactive
workshops – as well as tours of Tecan’s
research and manufacturing facilities in both
Männedorf, Switzerland, and Grödig, Austria
– and was intended to help guide the future
development of Tecan laboratory automation
solutions for this fast-growing market.
The visit began at Tecan’s global
headquarters on the shores of Lake Zurich,
with a presentation and demonstration of
a Freedom EVO workstation configured for
ELISA processing. This system, developed
as part of an ongoing collaboration
with hospitals and blood centers across
China, introduces a number of unique
features designed specifically to meet the
requirements of the Chinese clinical market.
The latest developments for this exciting
project include a number of options to
increase throughput and ease-of-use, such
as a Chinese language version of the recently
released TouchTools™ 3.0 touchscreen user
interface. Sample and process security has
been further enhanced with the addition

The trip provided an opportunity to forge new connections and strengthen existing ties

of Tecan’s unique QC Kit, which provides
liquid handling performance verification
and reporting to comply with stringent
regulations. Visitors were also given the
opportunity to outline their current hospital
laboratory practices and likely future
requirements, helping to ensure that future
clinical solutions are tailored to the exact
needs of end-users.
The Austrian leg of the tour included
presentation of a number of detection
solutions to meet various aspects of clinical

The visit offered customers and Tecan China staff the chance to see the latest clinical laboratory solutions
under development at Tecan’s global headquarters

and research laboratory workflows, as well as
interactive workshops to help shape future
development of detection instruments and
software for the Asian research market.
Customers were introduced to a number of
solutions from Tecan’s detection portfolio,
including cost-effective instruments for
routine ELISA processing – such as the
Infinite F50 ELISA reader and Sunrise™
absorbance reader – and state-of-the-art
multimode readers, such as the
Infinite M1000 PRO. Delegates were given a
demonstration of the Infinite M1000 PRO’s
advanced assay development capabilities,
combining premium Quad4 Monochromators™
optics with a range of advanced software
features – such as luminescence scanning
capabilities – to provide unlimited flexibility
in assay design. The versatility of the
Infinite M200 PRO was also highlighted
during the visit, showcasing both the
unrivalled cell-based assay performance of
the system’s Gas Control Module (GCM™)
and the low volume DNA quantification
capabilities of Tecan’s unique
NanoQuant Plate™. The trip was rounded off
with a brief introduction to some of the
vibrant history and culture of both Salzburg
and Vienna, giving delegates a chance to take
a mix of fond memories and innovative ideas
back to their own laboratories.
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Perfect growth conditions for research
A newly established research group in the Division of
Microbiology at the University of Salzburg has chosen an
Infinite® M200 PRO microplate reader for monitoring cell
growth of microaerophilic bacteria in its work to
investigate the pathogen Helicobacter pylori.

Univ-Prof Dr Silja Wessler’s group at the
University of Salzburg, Austria, is researching
a wide range of cellular signal transduction
pathways initiated by the interaction of host
cells with pathogens like Helicobacter pylori,
Campylobacter jejuni, Shigella flexneri and
Listeria monocytogenes. In 2012, the group
was approached by Tecan to be an early beta
tester of the new Gas Control Module (GCM™)
that was available for the Infinite M200 PRO,
and the instrument’s potential was soon very
clear, as Silja Wessler, Professor in Microbiology,
explained: “We soon saw how much we would
be able to do with this equipment and bought
a system almost straightaway. Our main aim
is to understand the cellular interactions of
H. pylori, looking at how signaling pathways
are regulated, leading to inflammatory and
mitogenic responses, and how this interference
with cellular responders eventually leads to
carcinogenesis in gastric cancer. We use a
variety of techniques for our work, including
culturing of microaerophilic organisms,
immunofluorescence, cytokine ELISAs, reporter
gene assays and cell migration assays and,
because the Tecan reader is so flexible, we can
use it for virtually all of our experiments.”

The Wessler group at the University of Salzburg

With much of the group’s work revolving
around the microaerophilic bacteria
H. pylori, the ability to adapt atmospheric
conditions within the reader has been a huge
advantage, as Silja described: “We needed
a way of culturing and incubating bacteria
under microaerophilic conditions, as well as
for monitoring migration of host cells in a
defined atmosphere. We had previously relied
on putting the cultivated plates or small
volume liquid cultures into microaerophilic
jars, using chemicals to create the correct
atmosphere for the bacteria. Now, we simply
suspend the cells in the relevant media for
each bacterium, pipette them into 96-well
plates in very small volumes, usually 200 µl,
and begin to measure for growth. We can
create the exact atmosphere each bacteria
needs, for example, 5 % oxygen concentration
for H. pylori, 7 % for Campylobacter jejuni. This
is helpful too in our cell biology assays, where
we are working with tumor cells that also
thrive in a special environment.”
“The Infinite M200 PRO has also been
invaluable for a collaboration we currently
have with a research group at the ETH in
Zurich, testing antimicrobial
peptides they have created on
the growth of Escherichia coli
and Staphylococcus aureus. We
started the project counting
colony forming units which is
really intensive work, but now
measure growth using the
Tecan reader which has made
the project manageable and
saved us a great deal of time.”
Technician Peter Thelesklaf
added: “This instrument is
very practical to work with
every day; the i-control™
software is flexible and it is
easy to create new programs

“The Tecan reader is so
flexible; we can use it
for virtually all of our
experiments.”

The GCM eliminates the need for microaerophilic jars

when required. It is very useful to be able to
react to the real situation that faces you; I can
change parameters whenever I need to.”
Silja concluded: “The collaboration with Tecan
has been very fruitful and helpful for our
group; there was a clear gap in our equipment
before we had the Infinite M200 PRO, but now
we have everything we need for our research.”
To find out more on Tecan’s microplate
readers and the GCM module, visit
www.tecan.com/infinite200pro
To find out more about the group
at the University of Salzburg, visit
www.uni-salzburg.at
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Holding the right CARDs
Rheonix Inc has integrated Tecan’s Cavro® Air Displacement Pipettor (ADP) into its
EncompassMDx™ molecular diagnostics workstation, providing complete automation of
sample processing and analysis using Rheonix’s CARD® molecular diagnostic technology.

Rheonix Inc, a molecular diagnostics device
manufacturer based in Ithaca, New York,
has developed a unique microfluidic assay
technology, CARD (chemistry and reagent
device). The CARD system allows complete
automation of genetic and immunoassay
diagnostic testing of various biological
sample types, including FFPE (formalin fixed
paraffin embedded) samples, using a single
disposable device. Each CARD contains all
the pumps, valves, microchannels, reservoirs,
reagents and reaction chambers required
to perform a wide range of assays, using a
patented lamination technology to control
fluid flow.
Dr Richard Montagna, Senior Vice President
for Corporate Business Development and
Scientific Affairs at Rheonix, explained:
“Our patented diaphragm technology
uses a very thin, deformable membrane
to create microfluidic circuits within
the device, opening or closing junctions
between discontinuous channels using
positive or negative pressure. Each assay
consists of various steps – including
sample acquisition, cell lysis, DNA or
RNA extraction and purification, PCR or
isothermic gene amplification and detection
– and is controlled by our EncompassMDx
workstation. This platform is designed to
run completely unattended, from loading
the clinical sample to printing out the final
results, and can process up to six CARDs,
allowing 24 separate assays to be performed
in parallel.”

Disconnected
channels

Top layer substrate

The Cavro ADP is an integral part of each EncompassMDx workstation

“Rather than develop our own pipetting
system for sample addition, our engineers
looked at third-party devices from several
OEM manufacturers to perform this
essential task. We chose the Cavro ADP for
its combination of accuracy, robustness and
competitive pricing, and are not aware of any
other pipetting system that has the same
breadth of capabilities. It can handle a wide
range of sample materials and volumes,
and we were confident that this flexibility,
combined with the use of Tecan’s high
quality disposable tips, would allow constant
and reliable walkaway operation of the
EncompassMDx workstation.”

Manifold
w/sealing
Thin film

To learn more about the Cavro ADP, visit
www.tecan.com/adp
For more information on Rheonix Inc, go to
www.rheonix.com

Disconnected
channels
Fluid

Bottom layer substrate

“We are not aware of any
other pipetting system
that has the same breadth
of capabilities.”

Deformable
diaphragm

Positive pressure
“Valve Closed”

Sealing
gasket

Negative pressure
“Valve Open”

Deformable
diaphragm area

Rheonix’s patented lamination system uses deformable membranes to open and close microfluidic channels using positive or negative pressure
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On the lookout for veterinary disease
The Russian Federal Center for Animal Health is using a
suite of Tecan workstations to automate various aspects of
its ELISA- and PCR-based diagnostic testing operations, as
well as the manufacture of a range of diagnostic ELISA kits.
With eight Freedom EVO® platforms, plus a number of
readers, washers and microarray instruments, the Center
relies on Tecan automated solutions to help guarantee the
quality and reliability of its work.

The Russian Federal Center for Animal Health
(FGBI ARRIAH), based in Vladimir, is an
internationally recognized center specializing
in the development of methods for the
diagnosis and monitoring of infectious
veterinary diseases. The Center carries out a
wide range of activities, from basic research
and participation in disease monitoring
and control programs to production of
veterinary diagnostic ELISA kits, as well as
acting as a regional reference laboratory
and participating in various international
programs.
Surveillance plays a vital role in veterinary
medicine, and monitoring of infectious
diseases – such as foot and mouth disease and
avian influenza – is central to FGBI ARRIAH’s

role. The number of investigations carried
out in this field is significantly increasing
every year, so new approaches to testing are
required to meet the throughput demands
of these large-scale projects. Combining high
throughput screening strategies with novel
ELISA and PCR technologies, the Center has
invested in several laboratory automation
solutions from Tecan to ensure reliable
and reproducible data for surveillance and
epidemic control.
ELISA testing for infectious diseases is
essential to FGBI ARRIAH’s serological
screening strategy, as this is the most
effective, reliable and efficient way of
performing large-scale testing for a wide
range of diseases. Automation of ELISAs

with two Freedom EVOlyzer® platforms
provides the Center with the sensitivity
and reproducibility necessary to carry out
effective disease monitoring, as well as
significantly enhancing throughput by
allowing simultaneous processing of up
to fifteen 96-well plates, depending on
the assay requirements. Automated liquid
handling also helps to standardize protocols
– particularly for international collaborative
projects – and virtually eliminates the risk of
human errors, providing increased process
and data security. Natalia Mudrak, senior
researcher in the Reference Laboratory for
Viral Poultry Diseases, commented: “Before
automation, we relied on manual dispensing
techniques using single- and multi-channel
pipettes; it was very time consuming.
Automated liquid handling improves both
the efficiency and accuracy of our methods,
while reducing the amount of reagents we
use and the overall cost of the tests.”
The benefits of automated liquid handling
have also been applied to FGBI ARRIAH’s ELISA
kit production. The Center manufactures
a range of over 40 diagnostic test kits,
predominantly for poultry diseases, which are
used in regional and local laboratories across
Russia. A Freedom EVO workstation equipped
with a MultiChannel Arm™ 96 (MCA 96) and
a Te-Shake™ module provides accurate and
reproducible pipetting of disease antigens
to ensure production of high quality ELISA
plates.

The layout of each Freedom EVO platform is optimized for a specific application

Following the success of the ELISA testing
regime, the Center has now switched to
complete automation of its molecular
diagnostic protocols, from nucleic acid
isolation and reaction mixture harvesting
to nucleic acid purification and sequencing.

Veterinary TECAN JOURNAL 2/2013

Nucleic acid isolation is fully automated on
two Freedom EVO 75 platforms using magnetic
bead-based technology, allowing simultaneous
processing of up to 48 samples in under an
hour. Following isolation, the samples are
transferred to a Freedom EVO 150 workstation
for PCR reaction set-up. Primers, PCR matrix
mixture and enzymes are housed in cooled
carriers on the deck of the instrument, and
are sequentially added to the samples to
avoid non-specific fusions. Automation of
this process gives researchers total control of
dosing volumes while virtually eliminating
the risk of cross-contamination. Finally,
following PCR amplification, DNA purification for

sequencing is performed on a Freedom EVO 75.
This system allows 96 samples to be processed
in an hour and a half, significantly reducing the
overall time required for the sequencing process.
“We also use Tecan equipment to develop
and process DNA microarrays for genotyping
a number of viruses that cause disease in
birds,” Natalia continued. “We optimize
the hybridization protocols and different
buffer solutions with the fast HS 400™ Pro
hybridization station, and scan microarrays
with the LS Reloaded™ laser scanner, which
is equipped with two lasers set up for the
detection of Cy-3 and Cy-5 cyanine dyes.”

Natalia concluded: “Robotic liquid handling
is vital to our work; the precision of
pipetting is critical, as the reliability of all the
measurements performed in the laboratory
depends on the precise and accurate transfer
of samples and reagents. This is why we
chose Tecan’s Freedom EVO workstations.”
To find out more on Tecan’s veterinary
solutions, visit www.tecan.com/veterinary
To learn more about FGBI ARRIAH, go to
www.arriah.ru

The FGBI ARRIAH team relies on its Freedom EVO workstations for efficient processing of ELISAs and molecular diagnostic protocols
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Gravity-defying drug discovery
Tecan and InSphero have developed a novel solution for analyzing 3D cell cultures
based on the Infinite® M200 PRO and InSphero’s 3D InSight™ microtissue technology.
This solution is designed to facilitate the use of 3D cell culture formats in drug
screening applications, helping to reduce the cost of early phase drug development.

“Tecan has been very
proactive in helping us
to fine-tune the
instrument set-up for
our applications.”

InSphero AG – based in Schlieren, close to
Zurich in Switzerland – is a leading supplier of
organotypic microtissues for biomimetic drug
testing. The Company’s scaffold-free three
dimensional (3D) cell culturing technology,
3D InSight, allows the rapid, reliable
formation of multicellular spheroid cultures
in a 96-well format, providing automationfriendly cell cultures that mimic the in vivo
environment. Dr Jens M Kelm, Co-founder
and Chief Scientific Officer of InSphero,
explained: “There is great demand within the
pharmaceutical industry for new cell-based
assays which can provide a more effective

way of identifying candidate compounds or
biological agents for the development of new
drugs. Classical 2D cell culture techniques are
still widely used throughout the industry, but
their limitations are becoming increasingly
apparent. The efficacy of a candidate drug
depends on a number of factors, including
the physical and chemical environments in
vivo, drug penetration and clearance rates. 2D
cell cultures do not accurately reflect how all
of these factors will affect drug behavior in
vivo. This has led to an increasing number of
costly failures of candidate drugs in the latter
stages of the development process, creating a
real need for alternative strategies.”
“3D cell culturing techniques offer greater
biological relevance for drug screening,
but the application of these technologies
has traditionally been limited by the
low throughput associated with most
methods. InSphero was established in
order to commercialize our hanging drop
culturing technology, allowing reliable, high
throughput production of microtissues.
One of our principle aims was to create
an assay format that would allow these
3D cultures to be shipped, assay-ready,
for use by the pharmaceutical industry in
compound screening applications. This
required the development of a system to
allow the harvesting of cultures into a plate
that conformed to ANSI/SLAS microplate
standards, permitting the use of automated
liquid handling systems and standard format
microplate readers.”
“The GravityTRAP™ plate has been designed
to allow simple harvesting of hanging drop
cultures with a single media addition step.
Each conical well is covered in a specially

InSphero co-founders (left to right): Dr Jan Lichtenberg, Dr Wolfgang Moritz and Dr Jens M Kelm
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developed non-adhesive coating to maintain
the 3D structure of the microtissues over
a period of weeks in culture. Crucially, the
base of each well has a clear, flat bottom
to ensure that the plate has proper optical
characteristics, simplifying analysis. We
were already using an Infinite M200 PRO
multimode reader in our research and
development, and this reader is ideally suited
to the needs of the GravityTRAP plate. The
system’s bottom reading optics are a good
match for the conical well design of the
plate, allowing the entire well to be scanned
at once, without the need for multiple
acquisitions at different points across each
well. The instrument’s multiple reading
modes also provide a lot of flexibility in terms
of the assay reporter mechanisms which can
be employed.”
“We have already demonstrated the
suitability of this set-up for a wide range of
different assay types – including Promega’s
NanoLuc® Luciferase Technology – and
have also developed several multiplexed
assays using transgenic cell lines with
either fluorescence- or luminescence-based
reporter mechanisms. Since we first spoke to
Tecan about optimizing this system on the
Infinite reader, the Company’s application
specialists have been very proactive in
helping us to fine-tune the instrument set-up
for our applications; they have been very
enthusiastic about the project, and we have
worked closely together to create a system
that can be used effectively in routine drug
discovery. As a result, 12 of the top 15 global
pharmaceutical and cosmetics companies
are now using our 3D microtissue technology,
and many of these companies are also using
Tecan readers.”

To find out more on Tecan’s Infinite 200 PRO
multimode readers, visit
www.tecan.com/infinite200pro
To find out more about InSphero, visit
www.insphero.com

InSphero’s 3D InSight microtissues more closely
mimic the in vivo environment than traditional
2D culture formats

The GravityTRAP plate allows hanging drop cultures to be quickly and conveniently harvested into an
automation-friendly format
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Adding depth to drug discovery
Tecan and TAP Biosystems have created an automated 3D cell culture screening platform by
automating TAP’s RAFT™ cell culture technology on the Freedom EVO® workstation. This system
uses in vivo-like concentrations of collagen matrix to ensure cell growth and proliferation in an
environment closely resembling native tissue, with the added reliability and throughput of
automated liquid handling.

“It has been a truly joint
approach, working closely
together to provide the
best solution for our
customers.”

TAP Biosystems, a leading supplier of
innovative cell culture systems, has been
serving the drug discovery market for over
20 years, offering automated cell culturing
capabilities to the pharmaceutical sector
for screening and bioprocess development.
TAP’s latest innovation, the collagen-based
RAFT cell culture system, allows scientists
to quickly and conveniently create 3D cell
cultures in a 96-well, ANSI/SLAS-compatible
format. Dr Grant Cameron, TAP Biosystems’
RAFT Development Director, explained: “The
drug discovery sector, both in academia and
industry, has expressed increasing interest
in 3D cell culture systems for secondary
screening applications. This is driven by
the need to grow cells in a more ‘realistic’
environment, allowing more accurate
replication of in vivo cellular behavior.”
Use of this type of technology for screening
applications requires the development
of straightforward and highly reliable
techniques for the creation of 3D cell cultures.
The RAFT technology has been designed to
allow scientists to quickly and reproducibly
create a cell culture that not only allows 3D
cell growth, but also provides a biologicallyrelevant matrix of type-I collagen. By creating
these cultures in a 96-well, microplate-based
format, this technology provides researchers
with a convenient and practical way of
performing 3D cell culture screens in virtually
any laboratory.
Increasing speed and throughput are ongoing
goals of drug discovery scientists, making
automation of the RAFT protocol a logical
step to help streamline culture generation
without compromising on quality. Grant
continued: “TAP Biosystems has had a long
relationship with Tecan across a number of

projects, and we saw no point in reinventing
something that Tecan was already doing very
well. A collaboration was the logical solution,
especially as Tecan is taking a leading role
in the development of automated 3D cell
culture applications.”
Automation of RAFT was a key consideration
for TAP Biosystems throughout the
development process, including the use
of ANSI/SLAS-compatible plate formats.
The initial throughput of the automated
system was not a major factor, as the
3D cell culture market is not currently
focused on high throughput applications.
However, the consistency of the process was
imperative. Grant said: “Tecan’s applications
specialists were very supportive, helping
us to understand the various technological
options, and we were very open to
suggestions for the best ways to automate
the various steps of the protocol. They took
the time to fully understand the RAFT process
before performing the initial application
development work in Männedorf, then
worked very closely with us here in the UK to
optimize the automated protocol.“
Dr Cécile Villemant, a development scientist
at TAP Biosystems, explained the automated
protocol: “The RAFT kit contains all the
reagents and specialized labware for the
preparation of 96-well plates of collagenbased 3D cell cultures. Reagents are loaded
into temperature-controlled reagent troughs
on the deck of the Freedom EVO, along with
a cell stock solution. The workstation
generates the collagen mixture by combining
the reagents in a trough, then thoroughly
mixing by gentle aspiration and dispensing.
Cell addition and mixing then occurs,
followed by precise dispensing into the
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Grant Cameron and Cécile Villemant with TAP Biosystems’ Freedom EVO workstation

96-well culture plate, and the plates are
heated to 37 oC using a Te-Shake™ module
to allow the gelling process to occur. After a
15 minute incubation, cells are encapsulated
within the collagen gel and the system’s
Robotic Manipulator Arm places the RAFT
absorber plate onto the culture plate,
concentrating the culture to produce an
in vivo-like environment. After the RAFT
absorber plate is removed, the workstation’s
Liquid Handling Arm adds 100 μl of fresh
medium to create an assay-ready plate. This

Empty well

Cell/collagen mix
forms gel at 37 oC

set-up is very reliable, and frees up staff time
to perform more valuable work.”
Grant concluded: “It has been a truly joint
approach, working closely together to provide
the best solution for our customers, and we
have had many insightful discussions with
the Tecan team. Our work with Tecan has
also extended into the data acquisition and
analysis arena, and we are now using an
Infinite® M200 PRO multimode reader to
help explore the broad analytical capabilities

Absorber

Liquid starts to
be absorbed

of our RAFT technology with various assay
systems. Overall it has been an excellent
collaboration, and we are looking forward
to further expanding both our technical and
commercial partnership.”
To find out more about Tecan’s 3D cell culture
solutions, visit www.tecan.com/3dcellculture
To find out more about the RAFT cell culture
system, visit www.raft3dcellculture.com

Concentration

Tissue formation
complete
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A framework
for success
Freiburg-based Oncotest GmbH specializes in preclinical pharmacological
contract research, and has successfully automated 3D cell culture on a
Freedom EVO® workstation using polystyrene-based Alvetex® Scaffold
96-well plates from Reinnervate.

Sumeer Dhar

Conventional 2D cell culture formats are
used extensively for high throughput in vitro
assessment of the efficacy of anti-cancer
agents, but the limitations of this approach
have now been widely recognized. As more
targeted drugs are being developed, the need
to use well-characterized and validated,
physiologically relevant ex vivo systems has
become the hallmark for drug response
studies using the tumor micro-environment.
German company Oncotest, founded in 1993
by Professor Heiner Fiebig, has successfully
incorporated a novel 3D cell culture
technology, Alvetex Scaffold 96-well plates
from Reinnervate, into its service offering,
enabling automation of 3D cell culture
assays. Dr Sumeer Dhar, head of the Assay
Development, Robotics and Screening
Division at Oncotest, explained: “When
Oncotest was founded, drug development
scientists were mostly using cell lines as

Members of the Oncotest team with the Freedom EVO 3D cell culture workstation (left to right): Eva-Maria
Egenter, Fabiola Weggenmann, Hendrikje Weidmann (sitting) and Iris Seybold

models for screening, developing and
characterizing anti-cancer therapeutics.
Professor Fiebig had the idea of using primary
cells more extensively and in a more efficient
manner than was the case at that time.”
Today, Oncotest uses xenograft-derived
primary cells for drug discovery and
development, and has established a large
repository of patient-derived xenograft tumors
containing at least 80 cell lines and 300
well-characterized tumor models, including
pancreatic, colon, breast, lung and skin
cancers. The Company obtains tissue
samples/biopsies from patients’ tumors,
which are fragmented and transplanted into
mice. The resulting tumors are then retrieved
for future use in candidate screening and
drug development. This means that Oncotest
is not dependent on the clinical availability
of tumor tissue, and can immediately perform
screening studies or assays to meet its
customers’ needs.
Sumeer continued: “3D cell culture
techniques with soft agar, such as the Tumor
Clonogenic Assay (TCA), have been used in
drug development for more than 20 years
and are seen as the gold standard. However,
this method is primarily suitable for cell
viability assays, and we needed a robust 3D
assay platform that would enable
multiparametric analysis. We looked at
several different technologies, and found the
Alvetex Scaffold platform to be the simplest
and most reliable solution. It is ideal for
studying downstream targets following drug
treatment (assessing changes at post
translational and transcriptional levels), and
can be easily adapted to automated liquid
handling procedures.”
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Oncotest investigated the use of Alvetex
Scaffold 96-well plates as a bridging platform
between conventional 3D formats and
preclinical in vivo models to aid candidate
selection and reduce possible false positives.
The Alvetex Scaffold system is well suited to
studying drug response in an in vivo-like
tumor micro-environment, and the Company
believes this could be an important step
forward in reducing the costs and increasing
the predictive value of the assay platform.
To increase throughput, procedures were
automated on a Freedom EVO 200 platform
equipped with a Liquid Handling Arm
configured for disposable tips, a
MultiChannel Arm™ 96 (MCA 96) with an
integrated gripper, a Te-Shake™ orbital mixer,
a cooling carrier, a LiCONic StoreX 110
incubator and a PerkinElmer EnVision®
multimode reader. The Alvetex Scaffold plates
are prepared and hydrated according to the
instructions provided by Reinnervate. Growth
medium is then dispensed into each well,
before plating the cell suspensions and
incubating overnight at 7.5 % CO2 and 37 °C.
Compound plate preparation is also
performed using the Freedom EVO
workstation, as well as subsequent addition
of compounds to each assay plate using the
MCA 96. Plates are incubated for 8 or 13 days,
depending on the colony formation status of
the tumor cells, and the CellTiter-Glo®
luminescent viability assay (Promega) is
used to determine candidate drug efficacy.
“The system is in use every day, and provides
everything we need for our protocols. Tecan’s
application specialists helped us to write the
initial Freedom EVOware® scripts, and we
quickly gained confidence once we started
running the system on a regular basis.

Electron microscope images of the scaffold at different magnifications

We can now easily make any modifications
ourselves, giving us a lot of flexibility. One of
the biggest advantages of automation is for
therapeutic combination studies. The
conventional one combination per plate
approach requires a lot of material and is a
great deal of work when performed manually,
but the Freedom EVO enables drug
combination studies to be performed in a
much more precise way. This saves both time
and cost, as far less candidate compound is
required, as well as giving us complete
walkaway automation,” concluded Sumeer.

To find out more on Tecan’s 3D cell
culture applications, visit
www.tecan.com/3dcellculture
To learn more about Oncotest, go to
www.oncotest.de
To learn more about the use of Alvetex
Scaffold technology for cancer research, go to
www.reinnervate.com/topic/index/cancer

Freedom EVO 200 with eight-channel Liquid Handling Arm, MCA 96 and integrated
gripper, carousel and incubator (StoreX 110, LiCONiC)
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Fighting the battle against
infectious diseases
The specific detection of pathogens has a crucial role to play in ensuring control of infectious
diseases. Scientists at F Cubed have developed a novel molecular analyzer – the NESDEP IU
Molecular Diagnostic System – which relies on Tecan’s Cavro® Smart Valve and Cavro Centris
Pump to offer straightforward identification of pathogens in a matter of minutes.

we envisage the analyzer being used in a
laboratory at the moment, we ultimately
hope to see it in use in a field setting, such as
a hospital emergency room.”

The team behind the NESDEP IU Molecular Diagnostic System. Left to right; Charles Sefuku, Dan Kocen,
F Cubed founder and CEO Les Ivie, Chris Chanelli, Bob Williams, Shaunasee Kocen and Professor Chia Chang

“The pump is extremely
accurate and precise in its
measurements.”

F Cubed, LLC, based in Indiana, USA,
develops technologies to enable rapid,
direct identification of genetic materials
with portable devices. The Company’s
NESDEP IU Molecular Diagnostic System
is designed to detect a wide range of
pathogens – including Eschericia coli, Listeria,
Clostridium difficile, MRSA and parasitic
worms – offering femtomolar specificity
from ultra-small sample sizes. This analyzer
is already being used in several projects
within the food industry, where E. coli and
Listeria are important pathogens, as well as
the University of Notre Dame Haiti Program,
looking at lymphatic filariasis. F Cubed
technical manager Chris Chanelli explained:
“The NESDEP analyzer is an integrated unit
that enables the user to perform sample
preparation and analysis on a biochip. We
designed the analyzer to be easy to use with
minimal training, and very robust, enabling
an operator with just a small degree of
knowledge to perform the analysis. Although

Chris continued: “Sample preparation is
a simple filtration step – a vacuum unit
is included in the analyzer – to remove
debris which might otherwise block the
biochip’s microchannels, followed by
cellular homogenization to release the
DNA. Detection of single-stranded DNA
is then performed using a microfluidic
biochip developed by Professor Chia Chang’s
group at the Department of Chemical and
Biomolecular Engineering, University of
Notre Dame. This allows us to get very
specific readings of pathogens – based on
the genomes that have been sequenced – in
a variety of fluids, including waste water,
blood and sputum. The device accommodates
volumes of 50 µl, although the actual sample
volume prepared varies depending on the
material being analyzed. In waste water, for
example, the number of bacteria per volume
of liquid can be very, very low, and it is
important to prepare a large enough sample
volume for analysis. In blood, bacteria levels
are likely to be much higher, and a smaller
sample volume will suffice. The system is so
specific that the presence of bacteria other
than those being analyzed is not a problem;
they will not be detected without the correct
complementary codons.”
“DNA analysis using a biochip requires accurate,
precise control of liquid dispensing, and this
was one of the reasons we chose the
Cavro Smart Valve and Cavro Centris Pump
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for the NESDEP analyzer. The Tecan Cavro
components are very easy to control once you
are familiar with the coding language, which
has enabled us to program a tablet computer
to control the entire microprocessing unit; the
user just selects the test menu and enters the
required sample information. Several different
fluids are used during the analysis, and the
Cavro Smart Valve and Cavro Centris Pump
play a crucial role in ensuring that these pass
through the biochip in the correct order,
stabilizing the system before and after the
analysis. The pump is extremely accurate
and precise in its measurements, which is
particularly important when you are working with
microliter volumes – an error of just 0.1 or 0.2 µl
can have a big effect on the system’s calculations.”

“Initially, we weren’t sure how much wear
and tear would be inflicted on the system, or
how difficult it was going to be to manipulate
everything properly, and we were attracted
to Tecan because we knew that the Company
offered one of the biggest and best ranges
of pumps and valves, and that they were
very robust components. We sometimes use
saline solutions and, occasionally, the salt –
and other solutes – will come out of solution.
The Cavro Centris Pump copes with this really
well. Fluid can be continually flushed through
until the precipitate redissolves and, in cases
where crystallization occurs, the pump is
robust enough to push through the salt

The Cavro Smart Valve and Cavro Centris Pump are key components of the
NESDEP analyzer

formations. The Cavro Smart Valve and
Cavro Centris Pump have been a very good
choice. The pump has proved very reliable
and its consistency is impressive; we know
that it is basically going to last forever,”
concluded Chris.
To find out more on Tecan’s Cavro Smart Valve
and Cavro Centris Pump, visit
www.tecan.com/components
To find out more on F Cubed, visit
www.fcubed.biz

F Cubed’s NESDEP analyzer enables single-stranded DNA to be detected in a
microfluidic setting
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New molecular tools for the fight
against hospital-associated infections
Researchers at Jikei University School of Medicine in Tokyo, Japan are using a Freedom EVO®
workstation with an integrated HydroSpeed™ plate washer and Infinite® F200 PRO multimode
reader to perform high throughput compound screening as part of their research to help combat
persistent bacterial infections.
There is currently a major problem with
increasing numbers of virulent bacterial
strains that are causing chronic infections in
clinical settings worldwide. Some of these
strains have the ability to attach onto the
surfaces of implanted medical devices, such
as catheters, pacemakers and artificial joints,
by forming structures known as biofilms.
Biofilms are composed of an extracellular
matrix of biological macromolecules,
including proteins, nucleic acids and
polysaccharides, which forms a scaffold
through which bacterial cells can attach to
the solid surfaces. Bacteria within biofilms
have a low susceptibility to the immune
system and antibiotics, which means that
infection is more difficult to eradicate in
many cases. “It is this biofilm that we are
trying to disrupt,” explained Dr Ken-ichi
Okuda, Assistant Professor in the Department
of Bacteriology at Jikei University School

of Medicine. “Our first objective is to find
compounds that prevent formation of
the biofilms, and then we will analyze the
detailed composition of the molecular
interactions of these compounds with the
bacteria. We anticipate that understanding
the mechanisms behind biofilm formation
will lead to the development of effective
preventive measures and treatment. Then,
of course, the concomitant use of these
measures with antimicrobial agents, such
as antibiotics, should provide a significant
advantage in a clinical setting.”
The team is performing a large scale screening
program to identify inhibitory compounds,
using a Freedom EVO workstation with an
integrated HydroSpeed plate washer and
Infinite F200 PRO microplate reader, as
Dr Okuda described: “The bacterial pre-culture
is loaded onto the Freedom EVO in the

afternoon, together with the compound
plates and the required number of assay
plates, and the platform will do the rest. The
system automatically makes dilutions of the
compound plates, and the required volume of
each compound is dispensed into the assay
plates, followed by the bacterial culture. The
Robotic Manipulator Arm then transfers the
assay plates to an integrated incubator, and
incubation continues overnight at 37 °C. After
about 16 hours, the plates are transferred to
the HydroSpeed for washing and staining. The
Cell Protection™ feature of this instrument
allows us to make fine adjustments to the
flow speed and head movements, which is
crucial to avoid the biofilm peeling off the
base of the plate during washing. The biofilm
formation is then quantified by measuring the
absorbance of stained bacterial cells growing
in the base of the 96-well plates. As the
biofilms can form patchily on the bottom of

“The strength of the
Freedom EVO workstation
is its scalability to fit
experimental needs.”

Dr Ken-ichi Okuda and Ms Satomi Yamada with
the department’s Freedom EVO workstation

The Department of Bacteriology team. Front row (left to right): Ms Yumi Tokoro, Dr Akiko Tajima, Ms
Satomi Yamada. Back row (left to right): Dr Tadayuki Iwase, Dr Yoshimitsu Mizunoe, Dr Ken-ichi Okuda,
Dr Akio Chiba
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Biofilm formation increases bacterial resistance to immune responses and antibiotics

wells, the multiple reads per well function of
the Infinite F200 PRO is very important to us.
The software was initially set up by Tecan’s
support team, but the settings can be
changed by the user quite easily. We can
adjust various settings on the integrated
Infinite and HydroSpeed instruments from the
Freedom EVOware® software.”
Dr Okuda explained the benefits of
automating the work: “We are now pushing
ahead with our screening studies using a
number of bacterial strains that have
biofilm-forming abilities, assaying around
10,000 different conditions each month.
Performing the whole process by hand was
a two-day task; manually dispensing the
compounds or washing the plates is laborious
and very time consuming, even using an
eight-channel multipipette. We now have a
continuous automated operation, so the only
manual handling tasks are the preparation
of the bacterial culture and the set-up of the
compound plates. We start in the afternoon,
analyze the data the following morning, and
are able to use our time far more effectively.”

The department’s Freedom EVO workstation has
a fully integrated HydroSpeed plate washer and
Infinite F200 PRO microplate reader

“I think the strength of the
Freedom EVO workstation
is its high scalability to
fit experimental needs,”
concluded Dr Okuda.
“With a rich selection of
peripheral instruments
such as incubators, plate
readers and washers, we
have been able to build
a system that fulfills our
exact requirements.”
To learn more about Tecan’s
cell biology solutions,
go to www.tecan.com/
cellbiology
To find out more about the
Department of Bacteriology
at Jikei University School of
Medicine, visit
www.square.umin.ac.jp/saikin
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A guaranteed quick response to
animal disease outbreaks in Austria
Molecular biologists at the Austrian Agency for Health and Food Safety have built a remarkably
efficient and flexible laboratory workflow, using two Freedom EVO® workstations for
automated nucleic acid extraction, in order to cope with a busy routine veterinary surveillance
workload, as well as extra surges of samples from disease outbreaks all over Europe.
In 2002, Dr Sandra Revilla Fernández joined
the Austrian Agency for Health and Food
Safety (AGES) and single-handedly dealt
with the Agency’s annual molecular biology
workload of just one thousand samples. Just
ten years on, she runs a staff of 10 in what
is now the national reference laboratory for
more than 30 notifiable diseases, including
foot and mouth disease, classical swine
fever, bluetongue, avian influenza, bovine
tuberculosis and brucellosis. Now part of
the Institute for Veterinary Disease Control,
the laboratory, based in Mödling, runs
European Union surveillance programs
and is responsible for the diagnosis of
animal diseases that have serious economic
implications, as well as those that are
transmissible to the human population.
Sandra explained what triggered the
laboratory’s rapid development into the
efficient facility it is now: “When I started
here, my role was simply to confirm results
from other laboratories, and vets were
hardly even aware of molecular biology as
a diagnostic tool. Then, at the end of 2005,
there was a European-wide outbreak of the
H5N1 avian influenza virus. We started a
compulsory surveillance program set by the
European Union and were receiving hundreds
of dead wild birds every day. In 2006 we
had 6,000 samples for avian flu alone, and
we were still performing all our nucleic acid
extractions by hand; it was crazy! We had
to pull in extra staff from other laboratories
and instantly realized that we would have
to automate our laboratory as much as we
could, as quickly as we could. Due to the
urgency of the situation, and to conform
to Austrian government regulations, we
immediately contacted colleagues across
Europe working in the same field, and
followed their recommendations to buy a
Freedom EVO 150 workstation. The choice of

such an open, flexible platform suited me
perfectly, because I knew that avian influenza
was just the tip of the iceberg; molecular
biology was increasingly being recognized as
an important diagnostic discipline and I knew
that our workload was going to significantly
grow in the future.”
In 2008, the laboratory bought its second
Freedom EVO system, in response to an
outbreak of bluetongue throughout Europe.
Again, Sandra followed recommendations
from European colleagues and wanted a
system that could handle all sample types.

“A new surveillance program was about to
begin using organ samples so it was very
important that we had another flexible
system that could prepare samples other than
just blood. Avoiding cross-contamination
whatever the protocol has, of course, always
been very important for us and, on this
occasion, we had the time to consider this
more closely. We still found that the
Freedom EVO systems were the best option,
and were able to cope with this particular
issue very well. Our range of protocols had
also increased and we needed a liquid
handling system that could automate

AGES copes with a busy routine veterinary surveillance workload
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“The choice of such an
open, flexible platform
suited me perfectly
because I knew that avian
influenza was just the tip
of the iceberg…”
A second Freedom EVO system was required to cope with a European outbreak of bluetongue

vacuum-based and magnetic bead-based
methods, including the NucleoSpin® 96 Virus
kit from Macherey-Nagel for extraction of
viral RNA, which was also recommended by
other laboratories and optimized for the
Freedom EVO. We didn’t have the time then
to properly evaluate this kit ourselves, but
have since performed proper validation
procedures and, although we looked at other
alternatives, we were pleased to find that this
had been the right choice all along.”
“Our workload now includes samples for
import and export, as well as regular rushes
of extra samples when outbreaks occur,
reaching over 17,000 samples in 2012 and
increasing every year. For this reason we have
had to become extremely organized with our
workflow, and have more than 30 standard
operating procedures. The laboratory has
been accredited since 2003, which has helped
us to analyze our working environment and
processes, and we are continually finding
ways to improve efficiency. Tomorrow
morning, we are expecting 200 samples that
need to be finished by midday, and this is
not unusual. The extraction protocol takes
around two hours on the Freedom EVOs, and
that leaves us with a further two and a half
hours for real-time PCR. The two instruments
are situated away from the main laboratory
and we have a baby alarm next to them to
let us know when the samples are ready to
collect, as well as to alert us of any errors,
although this is rare as they are so reliable.
There is certainly no need for a member

of staff to sit alongside and supervise the
instrument, which is especially important
for us in this situation. For some laboratories
this turnaround time would be impossible
but, with our two Freedom EVO systems and
a super-efficient workflow, we know we will
have the results ready on time!”

To find out more on Tecan’s veterinary
solutions, visit www.tecan.com/veterinary
To find out more about AGES, visit
www.ages.at

Sandra (front left) with members of the molecular biology team
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Label-free technology
benefits drug discovery
High throughput screening for drug discovery depends on reliable liquid handling, like
that provided by Tecan’s Freedom EVO® platform. Chicago-based company SAMDI Tech
has automated its proprietary label-free SAMDI technology on a Freedom EVO system
for performing rapid and quantitative analysis of challenging biochemical targets.

“It can accurately dispense
from 0.5 µl up to 3 µl onto
the SAMDI array, pipetting
very reproducibly at the
same height each time.”

SAMDI Tech, Inc. is an early-stage technology
company, spun out of the University of
Chicago, USA, that offers label-free assay
services for high throughput screening and
peptide substrate discovery. The Company’s
proprietary SAMDI1 technology, developed by
Professor Milan Mrksich, combines surface
chemistry, high density biochip arrays and
MALDI-TOF2 mass spectrometry (MS) for rapid

and quantitative measurement of analytes
in biochemical reactions. Michael Scholle,
Director of Technology and Operations
at SAMDI Tech, explained: “Label-free
technology for high throughput screening
is now a reality, eliminating the need for
cumbersome antibodies, fluorescent and
radiolabeled compounds that can interfere
with activity. SAMDI is a high throughput,
label-free technology for sample preparation
prior to analysis by mass spectrometry. At
the core of SAMDI is the biochip, which
consists of self-assembled monolayers of
alkyldisulfides arrayed on a very thin film of
pure gold. Peptides, proteins, small molecules
or even nucleic acids can be efficiently
captured onto the surface of biochips,
allowing enzyme activity on these substrates
to be observed.”
“Until fairly recently, SAMDI was used mainly
as a research tool. We wanted to progress
from the benchtop to fully automated
high throughput screening in a robust and
reproducible format that was commercially
viable. When we were at the University
of Chicago, we used a Freedom EVO 200
platform, which was ideal for developing
the biochip and establishing screening
protocols. It was a high performance system
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The Freedom EVO allows Michael Scholle and his team at SAMDI Tech to run
hundreds of 384-well plates every day

that could provide us with the accurate
pipetting volumes and height we needed.
Our workstation is equipped with a Robotic
Manipulator Arm, and we upgraded from a
MultiChannel Arm™ (MCA) 96 to an
MCA 384 to give us even greater flexibility
and throughput. We use the system for
multiple processes, from liquid handling for
reaction set-up to sample transfer to the
SAMDI arrays, as well as for pipetting small
molecule libraries into 384-well plates for
high throughput screening in drug discovery.”
Michael continued: “We typically begin
the process with an enzyme and substrate
from a client, which are then integrated
into a high throughput screening process,
generally using a small molecule library.
The assay is performed on the Freedom EVO
and, once complete, we use the MCA to
transfer the analytes from 384-well plates
to SAMDI arrays in 384 format for analyte
capture. It is critical that the MCA tips do
not touch the biochip, as this damages

the surface chemistry; to avoid this was
simply a matter of programming the
Freedom EVO with the new labware and the
specific pipetting height. Next, unbound
components are removed by washing the
biochip, and a 2',4',6'-trihydroxyacetophenone
monohydrate (THAP) matrix is applied for
MALDI-TOF analysis of the alkyldisulfideanalyte conjugates. With MALDI-TOF MS, we
can automatically collect the data from all
384 individual spots on the SAMDI biochip
array in just 20 minutes. Mass
spectrometry gives us the ability
to monitor both substrates and
products simultaneously, whereas
many labeled assays only monitor
the products. The ability to monitor
multiple analytes – for example
mono-, di-, and tri-methylated
histone tails – helps to provide a
better understanding of enzyme
function and aids the discovery of
early stage modulators of enzymes
involved in human disease.”

“Automating the SAMDI process on
the Freedom EVO has given us greater
throughput – allowing us to run hundreds
of 384-well plates every day – and it can
accurately dispense from 0.5 µl up to
3 µl onto the SAMDI array, pipetting very
reproducibly at the same height each time.
The system is straightforward to operate
and the software user friendly, so it is also
easy for us to make adjustments on the fly. In
the future, we plan to transfer four 384-well
plates to the higher density 1,536 SAMDI
biochip arrays, which is quite a challenge as
it requires accurate transfer of volumes of
0.5 µl or less. This will enhance throughput
even further, allowing four times the
density on a single array and saving time
downstream as only one plate, rather
than four, will need to be loaded into the
MALDI-TOF system. We are entering a
very interesting time, where automated
technology and label-free assays will help
elucidate the function of difficult targets and
expedite drug discovery,” concluded Michael.
To find out more on Tecan’s drug discovery
solutions, visit www.tecan.com/drugdiscovery
To learn more about SAMDI technology, go to
www.samditech.com
1
SAMDI: self-assembled monolayers and matrixassisted laser desorption ionization

MALDI-TOF: matrix-assisted laser desorption ionization
time of flight
2

SAMDI technology offers rapid, quantitative MALDI-TOF
analysis of biochemical reactions
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Ease of use and excellent support
prove a winning combination for i2a
French microbiological instrument manufacturer i2a has integrated Tecan’s Cavro® Air
Displacement Pipettor (ADP) into its new PRELUD® system, relying on easy component
integration and outstanding knowledge and support from the Tecan Systems team.
Microbiological diagnostics company i2a,
based in Montpellier, France, develops,
manufactures and markets instruments,
software and reagents for microbiology
laboratories. PRELUD, the Company’s new
automated pre-analytical instrument for the
inoculation of culture plates and preparation
of agar susceptibility tests, was launched in
London at ECCMID 2012. Michel Roch, the
project manager for PRELUD, explained:
“When we were developing PRELUD, the
integration of a liquid handling system for
streaking Petri dishes was essential. Instead
of trying to develop our own liquid handling
system, we looked at integrating OEM
components; it made sense to obtain this
type of component from a company with a
good reputation that is an expert in the field,
since OEM components have already been
evaluated and certified, with proven accuracy.
This was especially important as PRELUD
would be used in a clinical or food setting.”
“Tecan has a strong background and
considerable expertise in liquid handling

i2a integrated the Cavro ADP into the new PRELUD instrument

and we knew that any potential difficulties
that we might encounter would be solvable
with this Company’s help. We were looking
for something very light and easy to use, and
Tecan suggested the Cavro Air Displacement
Pipettor (ADP). A demonstration was
arranged, and the Cavro ADP immediately
caught my interest. We needed a system
capable of pipetting both small and large
volumes of liquid, ranging from microliters
to milliliters, and the way in which the
Cavro ADP connected to the system, as well
as its software control, allowed precision
liquid dispensing; the tip ejector was another
highly useful function.”
“The Cavro ADP is easy to integrate because
it is operated mechanically without the
use of liquids; it only requires an electrical
connection for integration with an
automated system. We have the Cavro ADP
on a movable axis, rather than in one fixed
position, and it moves in all three dimensions,
X, Y and Z, enabling samples to be transferred
directly from tubes onto Petri dishes. The
software’s serial communication mode makes
it very easy to integrate into the system and
to send commands that initialize the
Cavro ADP, check its status, dispense or
aspirate predetermined liquid volumes, and
eject tips; we use Tecan’s disposable tips and
simply change between 10 µl, 200 µl and
1 ml tips, according to our needs. We were
able to integrate the Cavro ADP into PRELUD
very quickly and, within two days, we could
handle liquids. In my experience so far, the
reproducibility, precision and accuracy of the
Cavro ADP’s liquid handling is good enough
for our microbiology application without the
need for any further tests or trials.”
“Processing on PRELUD is end-to-end, loading
the sample tubes on at one end and carrying
out the whole protocol on the platform.
For common bacterial cultures, each slide
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Kelly McKeon, Distribution and Corporate Contracts Manager, Tecan US, Inc.

Leading the debate
The Cavro ADP enables precision liquid dispensing ranging
from microliters to milliliters

or tube is inoculated with 10 to 50 microliters of
sample, but the system can also dilute samples, add
water to dry transport swabs and prepare plates for
bacterial identification by MALDI-TOF MS (matrix
assisted laser desorption ionization time of flight
mass spectrometry). We therefore required a liquid
handling system capable of accurately dispensing
much smaller volumes, down to just 1 µl for MALDI-TOF
slide preparation, as well as providing large volume
dispensing, and the Cavro ADP was well matched to
our needs.”

Tecan has been investing in the South American market for many years.
Over time, there has been a shift from a simple ‘equipment supply’
business model to a far more comprehensive solution and service
offering. There is now an increased focus on customer support activities
and the development of application solutions to suit the diverse
national markets within the region, providing an excellent fit with
Tecan’s core competence.
With the exception of crop science research, the life science industry in
South America is mainly driven by government investment, either for
academic research or public health. It is therefore important to have
a thorough understanding of the political and business cultures of
each country, matching laboratory automation solutions to the level of
investment available. Each country has different needs and priorities,
and the ability to adapt to these requirements is vital to providing an
effective business model within each market.

Michel concluded: “Tecan has been there for us from
the beginning, and gave us a lot of help to integrate
the Cavro ADP into our PRELUD system. The team
was highly professional and the support has been
excellent. Tecan always has answers to our questions
or queries, which we very much appreciate. We are
very satisfied with our collaboration, and are now
discussing further development of PRELUD, including
the integration of new software that will allow us to
check accuracy and liquid handling.”

Tecan’s success in South America has been due to the strength of
its partners in the region. These companies understand the Tecan
ethos and have the local expertise and infrastructure to provide a
comprehensive service, working in genuine partnership with Tecan
to serve their customers. Tecan is dedicated to investing in these
partnerships, providing the best possible solutions and services for this
market. Ultimately, the key to continued growth in the region is taking
the time to understand the needs and business cultures of both our
partners and the end-users.

To find out more on Tecan’s Cavro ADP module, visit
www.tecan.com/adp

Email talk@tecan.com to tell us how Tecan can help to further expand
the role of life sciences in South America.

More information on i2a and the PRELUD system can
be found at www.i2a.info/indexen.php
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Meet Tecan at these events
Americas
61st ASMS Conference on Mass Spectrometry and Allied Topics

Minneapolis, MN, USA

09 – 13 June 2013

BioProcess International Conference & Exhibition

Boston, MA, USA

17 – 19 Sept 2013

2013 SLAS Asia Conference & Exhibition

Shanghai, China

05 – 07 June 2013

The 5th National Biobanking Standardization Construction and Application
Conference

Wulumiqi, China

18 – 20 June 2013

JASIS 2013 Japan Analytical and Scientific Instruments Show

Chiba, Japan

04 – 06 Sept 2013

Salon du Laboratoire 2013

Lyon, France

01 – 02 June 2013

Forum LABO 2013

Paris, France

04 – 07 June 2013

16 International Symposium of the World Association of Veterinary Laboratory
Diagnosticians WAVLD 2013

Berlin, Germany

05 – 08 June 2013

ELA European Lab Automation 2013

Hamburg, Germany

06 – 07 June 2013

EPFL – Life Science Symposium

Lausanne, Switzerland

28 – 30 Aug 2013

51st Annual Meeting of TIAFT 2013

Funchal, Madeira

02 – 06 Sept 2013

ELRIG Drug Discovery Meeting 2013

Manchester, UK

03 – 04 Sept 2013

MipTec 2013

Basel, Switzerland

24 – 26 Sept 2013

Asia and Pacific

Europe, Middle East and Africa
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Tecan are pioneers in automated liquid handling and innovative life science solutions. For over 30 years
we continue to enable and support our customers to make the world a healthier and safer place.
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